XC13

SINGLE-STAGE
AIR CONDITIONER

Efficient cooling and reliable performance

RELIABLE
PERFORMANCE
The XC13’s advanced scroll compressor
works reliably and efficiently to maintain
consistent temperatures and humidity
levels, even in the harshest conditions.

COMFORT
INNOVATIONS
HIGH-EFFICIENCY OUTDOOR COIL

The high-efficiency coil provides exceptional heat transfer and
low air resistance for extremely efficient operation.

HUMIDITROL®-COMPATIBLE

The XC13 is designed to work with the Humiditrol®
whole-home dehumidification system. It improves air
quality and overall comfort by removing excess humidity
from your home.

MONEY-SAVING
EFFICIENCY
With efficiencies of up to 15.50 SEER*, the
XC13 can help save you hundreds of dollars
per year in energy bills, compared to an
older air conditioner.
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QUIET
OPERATION
The XC13 uses a precision-balanced, direct-drive
fan to reduce operating sound levels and provide
a more peaceful environment.

DURABLE DESIGN
Lab tested to ensure it can perform in the
harshest conditions, the XC13 is designed
to last for years to come.

PEACE-OF-MIND PROTECTION

The XC13 comes with a 10-year limited warranty on the compressor and
a 5-year limited warranty on all remaining covered components.**

*The cooling efficiency rating for air conditioners is Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio, or SEER. The higher the SEER, the better the energy performance, and the more you save.
**Covered components may be eligible to receive a 10-year warranty. Online equipment registration at www.lennoxregistration.com is required within 60 days of installation
(except in California and Quebec) or Lennox’ base warranty will apply. Applies to residential applications only. See actual warranty certificate for details.		
Note: Due to Lennox’ ongoing commitment to quality, specifications and ratings are subject to change without notice.

BUILD AN ELITE® SYSTEM

On its own, the XC13 provides quiet and efficient
cooling for your home. Use it in conjunction with
other Elite Series components, and you’ve got
a home comfort system that’s a cut above the
rest. Impressive features. Stunning capabilities.
Outstanding efficiency. That’s Elite.

FINANCING YOUR COMFORT

Enjoy more comfort and purchasing power.
Take advantage of flexible financing options that
allow you to enjoy the innovation, precision and
efficiency of Lennox on your terms.*
*Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required.
See your Lennox Dealer for details.
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